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b l o o d l e t t e r s
f r o m

t h e

e d i t o r s

An apocalypse slices the world into a before and an after. Postapocalyptic literature invites us to imagine that after–an exercise that
feels much closer to home these days, when our conversations are
peppered with phrases like “The Before Times.”
When the pandemic rst hit in 2020, many readers gravitated
to frightening stories to help nd much-needed catharsis. When you
escape to the after, it doesn't matter whether the survivors there are
navigating alien invasions or unfriendly owers or natural disasters.
They're experiencing the same emotions we are. Stories like these
afford us the ability to, emotionally and fantastically, practice how we’d
survive, invent a new world, and reimagine our identities without
judgment or fear.
As you explore the post-apocalyptic tales and poems in this
issue, we hope you nd not only catharsis, but inspiration. We certainly
did.
With gratitude,
David Fey and Emily Young
Co-Executive Editor
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c r i s i s

c o m m u n i c a t i o n s
emily behnke

The sun owers crowd around a lab, taunting the scientists
inside with their sharp look at me eyes. The sun owers are easy enough
to understand. They want to be known. And they want everything else
we have to offer, too, which is where it gets tricky. Inside the lab, down
the hall and to the right, there’s a meeting room where what the public
will understand about the sun owers is being decided. Scientists le in
and sit at a long oval table with a crisis management meets
communications management team. The sun owers are highly
intelligent beings, one scientist says. The communications team—three
young women and a very old man—nod. Only the women are taking
notes. They’re also ef cient, another scientist says. Like, they have
almost deliberate control over their spread. The women write this down.
One looks out the window and raises her brows as if to say, I can see
that, but she doesn’t say anything out loud. One of the scientist’s hands
is stained yellow. The air is laced with isopropyl alcohol, like the
sun owers are a sickness, something that can be scrubbed from our
skin, the world. The old man considers what the scientist said and
furrows his eyebrows. We can’t say that. His tone is decisive. The
women nod, but don’t strike anything from their notes. Pesticides will
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have unwanted adverse effects, one scientist says. Like? the old man
prompts. These sun owers have an unusual genetic makeup. Have you
ever ripped a petal off a ower and rolled it between your ngers? The
old man nods. It goes soft, right? It tears a little and might leave some
residue on your skin. The old man nods. So, if threatened, these owers
do the opposite. It’s fascinating. Their petals become stiff and sharp.
The old man cocks his head. They can hurt you, the scientist says. No,
another says. They will hurt you. If you spray them. If you pick them. If
you deprive them of water, or sunlight. The scientists at the table all
nod. The women put down their pens. The old man closes his eyes.
Okay, he says. We can’t say that. One scientist slams his sts on the
table. The women’s pens roll. This is serious, the scientist says. People
must know the risk of removing these owers. The old man rolls his
eyes. What you all just said isn’t going to stop them. One woman clears
her throat. Hi, she says, because none of the women were introduced
when they sat down at the table. Are they here to stay? She addresses
the question to the scientist that explained the sharp petals. The
scientist nods. Okay, she says. Then we’ll say that. And we’ll give them
some watering tips and tell them how important it is that they’re left
alone, for the environment. We call the initiative PEACE IN NATURE.
The old man nods. We call the initiative PEACE IN NATURE, he says.
And once he says it, everyone else nods, too.
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g r a f t s

taylor jordan pitts

“Grafts for sale!” Tara called. Her rst customers arrived with
their faces half-covered in their shrouds.
“Knuckles,” said one with pockmarks on his chin.
Tara crossed her arms. “How many? Charge is per.” She
nodded to her price slab, watching the line grow longer as the bazaar
lled. Her skin buzzed. Today would be busy—the hottest of the year.
Already the back of her neck was damp, and rst sun wasn’t even up.
But the heat wasn’t the only thing grating at her. There was this feeling
she couldn’t shake. Like she’d forgotten something.
The man produced a purse. “I’ll take three.”
Tara accepted the zinc shards, then whipped out her paring
knife. In three swift movements, she sliced off the skin from her
knuckles and dropped the sheets into perfectly sized containers, then
handed them over, ngers dripping red on the counter.
“Quick sunsdown to you,” she said as he left, cradling his buy.
When the next ve customers had come and gone, second sun
lurked just under the horizon. The black pavement of the bazaar
shimmered and broiled. Tara’s heart fell as she saw that her line hadn’t
shrunk. In fact, it had grown, snaking its way to the left past a row of
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s k i n

other annoyed merchants. She bit away at the soft esh of her lip. She
should close up for second sun. But the gures dgeted and watched
her with round, hopeful eyes. Many of them had blisters creeping up
their necks that even shrouds couldn’t conceal. Tara, with her unique
cellular makeup, could help them.
With a glance at the horizon where ery red bled into blue sky
like blood dropped into water, she waved the next customer forward.
“You the skin-seller?” came a lilting voice in front of her.
The customer was fully shrouded, wearing the standard allcoverage recommended when planning to be outside for more than
an hour of daylight. They also wore gloves and carried an umbrella
draped over a hunched shoulder.
“You’ll catch your death in all that,” Tara said, looking the
person up and down. “And I sell grafts.”
The customer rubbed at their gloved wrists. Tara watched the
movement, her own skin crawling with that feeling again. Irritated, she
tried to shove it aside, knowing that she likely wasn’t forgetting
anything. Sometimes worry took over her mind. Often it was
unfounded and she could ignore it. But sometimes—on bad days—it
lingered like a stench that couldn’t be waved away. With an inward
sigh, she went back through her morning, counting with imperceptible
ticks of her bandaged ngers. Wake. Catch mouse. Feed Snark. Check
thermo. Wake Mom. Feed self. Feed Mom. Force water. Check blinds.
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Get dressed. Check—
“Young girl shouldn’t be selling her skin,” the customer said,
even as their long, covered neck stretched to look Tara over. Assessing
the wares.
“Someone has to. Move it.” Tara waved the next customer
forward, itching to leave. She should get home and rinse herself before
second sun, as was her ritual. No one liked buying salty, sweaty grafts—
except the occasional freak. And the worry was bad today. She needed
to go back through her morning routine in the house. She needed to
see it to retrace her steps and banish the feeling.
The customer wouldn’t move, and the person behind them was
growing impatient. Tara fumed. “Look, come back at sunsdown if you
want to buy.”
They made a sound with their mouth. Beneath layers of cloth, it
sounded like sucking on dry teeth. Tara tried to catch a glimpse of
features through cloth and failed. Something told her she should be
grateful.
“Longest day of the year,” they said. “Sunsdown is hours away.”
No shit. “If you’re experiencing major heatstroke, oozing burns,
or tinted sweat, go to a doctor. I’m no doctor.” Some people thought
she was. The heat made them delirious and desperate to believe
anything. Worse than that: the heat made them forget themselves. And
there were plenty of bad people out there looking to make a shard on
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false hope and a suns-rotted mind.
Telltale red began to creep across the pavement. The other
customers in line shifted and clutched their bags to their chests. Some
of them left. Tara shot the shrouded person a venomous glance and
reached for her sign. The movement gave her that tickling sensation
again, that suspicion crouching just behind her. She forgot something
this morning—she was sure of it now. Something that was just out of
reach. The bazaar broiled like an overworked oven. Where the droplets
of Tara’s blood had fallen to the counter earlier, now there were only
pale pink stamps in the wood. Sweat slipped down the backs of her
legs and evaporated just as quickly. Wake. Check blinds. Catch mouse.
Feed Snark. Check thermo. Wake Mom. Force water. Check blinds.
Check thermo. Wake Mom. Check blinds.
“I’ll take it all.”
Tara blinked sweat from her eyes. “Huh?”
“All of it.” The customer’s hump rolled away and dropped down
their arm in a quick movement that turned Tara’s stomach. And then
they set the largest chunk of zinc Tara had ever seen on the counter.
The shroud of their face stared into Tara’s. “I’ll take all of your…grafts.”
Second sun emerged from the barricade of buildings with a
vengeance, drowning the bazaar in red. Customers and merchants
hastened their shrouds around their faces and rushed to nd shelter
from the rays. Tara began to shiver, aware of her exposed skin. She
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never bothered with her shroud; she always closed shop in time to go
home for second sun. It was part of the ritual. She could picture it there,
hanging useless by the door. But today she had been distracted, and
now she was stuck. She ran her hands along her upper arms and felt
the prickle of goosebumps that did not belong.
“Why do you want—” She stopped. The shroud. She looked
again at the way the customer was toying with their wrists, and realized
it wasn’t just a nervous habit—it was a way to trick the brain, to lessen
the pain by centralizing it. Tara used the same tactic after a particularly
busy week.
She stared at the zinc. With that much, Tara could afford her
mother’s treatment. She clenched her bandaged hand and inched.
Quick to heal, by tomorrow she’d have a fresh new layer of skin where
she’d sliced. She wasn’t unique for a grafter. Most possessed hyperregenerative cells. But what this person was asking for was unheard of.
Even the most experienced grafters knew not to go too far or take too
much at one time. She would be unrecognizable. Not to mention the
pain.
The wash of crimson creeping over the bazaar intensi ed. Tara
shivered and heard her own teeth strike against one another. She had
to get home. She had to check. But the zinc—
The customer retracted the chunk, suspicion clear in the way
they carried themself, guarded and wary through the shroud. Tara spat
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took off.
Blistering heat from the pavement seeped through the soles of
her boots as she cut through the eastern alley, staggering around trash
and squinting at searing light re ected off of sharp surfaces. The
ground moved as she ran, rocking her as if she were a boat on one of
the fabled angry seas of the mother planet. She covered her bare
shoulders with her hands, and her skin felt like two patches of live
coals. Passing by darkened windows, she stopped under a wood
awning for a moment of relief. Home was down the street and to the
left. But there was no shelter all that way—just dusty stone facades
bleached a beaten pink.
Second sun vanished behind a slip-thin jut of a building, and
Tara’s reprieve was over. With a breath of hot air, she bolted down the
street.
She turned the corner and groped for their home’s door. The
knob was so hot it felt like ice as she punched in the code with
trembling ngers. Somewhere, someone screamed. Tara’s ngers
slipped on the keypad, and she reentered the code. When the pad
glowed green and the lock clicked, she shoved inside with a groan,
slamming the door shut behind her and collapsing to the carpeted
oor in a heap of sweat and gasps. She lay there for a long time,
radiating pain and heat and nothing else, before she realized
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at them. “Don’t come back.” Then she ipped her sign to closed and

something was wrong.
The room should have been dark—so dark that it hurt Tara’s
eyes after the blazing light of the outdoors. But she could make out the
cracks in the drywall of their two-bedroom, the specks of dust oating
through the air. A coil of rope lay sprawled in the narrow hallway. As
she looked closer, she realized it was Snark’s skin, aky, translucent.
Barely there. To the left, a bloody sliver icked just out of view,
disappearing inside the drywall.
A rattling sound dragged gently from the bedroom.
With a sudden pin drop of clarity, Tara remembered what she
had forgotten this morning.
Pushing to her hands and knees, she crawled. Every time her
palms scraped against the oor, she moaned. When she made the
mistake of looking down, she realized she was leaving behind pink
imprints in the sand-colored carpet. She didn’t look again.
When she nally pulled herself down the hall, she found her
mother’s bedroom door ajar. Tara knelt there, shaking, hesitating. She
ran through her morning one last time. Wake. Check blinds. Catch
mouse.
Ragged breathing drifted through the open door.
Check thermo. Wake Mom. Force water. Check blinds.
Check blinds.
Check blinds.
Check blinds.
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She pressed a palm to the door and pushed. Hot, condensed
air rolled over her as she forced herself to stand. The blinds on the two
windows were all the way up, where they shouldn’t be. Tara checked
the blinds every morning. It was part of her routine. Part of her ritual.
Part of her.
But this morning, she hadn’t checked. It was the hottest day of
the year, and she hadn’t checked to make sure the blinds were down in
her mother’s room before she left. She had woken up tired and
resentful—in pain from a week of working without a day off to let her
cells breathe—and now the raised blinds invited second sun’s deadly
rays to spill over the small, crumpled form in the bed. She watched her
mother’s chest rise and fall, listened to the rattle of her breathing. Her
eyes were wide, the skins of her eyelids sloughed off. Tara couldn’t see
where they had gone.
She tried not to scream. Instead, she stumbled around the bed
and wrenched the blinds down, drenching the room in dark that
seemed to exhale in a soft, satis ed hiss.
Tara thought of the shrouded customer and their lump of zinc.
I’ll take all of it.
Wringing her aching wrists, Tara cleared some of the pain-haze
from her mind. Could a doctor help her mother? She stared at the halo
of red rimming the safety of the blinds. The bazaar would be deserted
until second sunsdown. Those who knew what was good for them
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would have taken shelter by now. Would the shrouded customer still
be there, waiting for Tara to change her mind? Had they known she
would?
She gripped her paring knife and held it up to the thin ribbon
of light, and imagined she was a snake shedding its rst skin. She
imagined starting fresh, separating herself from this shape she’d
learned to inhabit, this thing she stripped from herself in pieces day
after day only to watch it reappear, exactly the same. Already she could
feel herself knitting back together, her cells working overtime in the
aftershock of second sun’s fury. What would it be like, she wondered, to
rid herself of it all at once? Would there be a moment of freedom after
all the pain? A moment of clarity?
Or would there be nothing but re in place of skin—and
underneath it all, a raging layer of regret?
There was no more time to debate. She slipped her paring
knife back into her pocket, then leaned over the shape of her mother
and swept a kiss that was no more than a soft breeze over her damp
cheekbone.
And on her way out the door, Tara grabbed her shroud.
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avra margariti

Berries, picked from scraggy shrubs
(please don’t be poisonous)

River sh, preferably one-headed
caught by barbwire hooks
and hair-and- ngernail ies

Rainwater to drown the rumbling
emptiness inside my stomach
my mother’s sapphire earrings
traded for puri cation lters

Sometimes I suck on olive pits;
sometimes I see bullets strewn
across the pavement
and wonder what they’d taste like
between my lips
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a

d a y

Rations: chewy corn, mushroom slivers,
canned peaches
their honeyed juice slipping
from my weak grip
and I kneel down to lick it off
the dusty cracked earth
like Orthodox priests with spilled
communion wine

Air, noxious and scorched
gulped down by the starving mouthful

(This is the table our ancestors set for us,
the feast we ourselves prepared.)
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l a b o r

a n d

d e l i v e r y

diane telgen

When the Globos invaded, we all expected America to lead the
charge in reclaiming Earth for humanity. After all, that’s what every
Hollywood movie conditioned us to expect.
Hollywood is full of shit.
“Mom.” Saryn’s trembling voice interrupts my dark thoughts. “I
think it’s time.”
“You’re having contractions?”
She nods, her eyes wide.
“Then let’s head to the isolation ward. Everything will be ne.”
I paste a smile onto my face. Gods bless, I hope I’m not full of
shit.

In early labor, the cervix gradually effaces, dilating to about six
centimeters.
The invasion didn’t happen like in the movies, some lone
scientist discovering a eet of spaceships approaching Earth. Instead,
astronomers all over the world detected the lone blip near Saturn on
the same day. At rst, they debated how close its trajectory might bring
it to Earth’s orbit—but then the blip started decelerating.
Then the real debates began: in the government, in the media,
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in our homes.
“Explorers.” Lara snorted. “Since when has it ever stopped with
‘exploring’? ‘Discovery’ is always followed by ‘settling’ and exploitation
and genocide.” Her quick hands, slender and tan, made ample use of
air quotes.
I took one of those hands in mine and rubbed my thumb along
the back. “There’s only one ship, and it’s relatively small.” I dropped a
kiss on the back of her hand. “That sounds to me like a small scouting
party, not an invasion force. First contact, not the end of humanity.
We’re not alone in the universe.”
Lara’s hand clenched mine. “Twenty- ve years with me, and
you’re still an optimist.”
“How could I not be? I found you, and we have two beautiful
children despite the odds.” I leaned in for a kiss.
If I’d known it would be one of the last we’d share, I would have
lingered longer over it.

“Mom. It hurts.”
Saryn’s face, already sheened in sweat, twists in a grimace.
I lift her shirt over her swollen belly. “Where, exactly?”
“All over.”
Muscles ripple under her stretchmarks, barely visible against
pale skin that hasn’t seen sun in three months.
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“It won’t be long, honey.” There’s nothing for her pain, so I
smooth her hair back from her face. “I’m here, I’m not leaving. I’m
ready.”
And I am. The isolation ward has sterile instruments, blankets,
pitocin, antibiotics … everything I might need to help my daughter
deliver a baby.
I’ve also got my makeshift glaive—a cleaver bound to the end of
a pole. Just in case.

At one time, I thought I’d never meet Saryn. Or any child of
mine.
“The scans seem pretty clear, Mrs. Ed—”
“Ms.”
The doctor’s eyes icked to my left hand.
“I kept my name after I married,” I babbled. Not that I owed him
an explanation, but I wanted to get on with the conversation.
“Well. Ms. Edwards, the scans show a large blood cyst in your
left ovary, and likely smaller ones in the right. I’ll have to go in
laparoscopically to be sure, but with your history, we can be con dent
in a diagnosis of endometriosis.”
“That’s what’s causing the pain? And the infertility? You can x
that?” I hated the desperation in my voice.
The doctor smiled like he was bestowing a surprise birthday
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present. “Removing these cysts should take care of the pain you’re
having. And lasering the rest of the growths could help you conceive
naturally, but you should prepare yourself for the possibility of IVF.”
“Whatever it takes, doc,” I said.
What it took: two laser laparoscopies, six months of
unsuccessful fertility drugs, and four rounds of IVF, with a divorce and a
marriage in between rounds three and four. But when I rst looked into
Saryn’s face, the overwhelming joy erased that whole painful journey.
And now that she was all I had left, I’d do whatever it took to
keep her, Globos be damned.

In active labor, contractions get longer, stronger, and closer
together. The cervix dilates more rapidly and opens to ten centimeters.
“Mom.” Saryn’s voice turns small and soft. Four hours of back
labor will take it out of you, and she’s not dilated enough to push yet.
I adjust the pillows to support her lumbar better, but fresh
pillows can’t mask the scent of stale sweat permeating the room. I
smooth the hair from her forehead. “I’m sorry I can’t do anything for the
pain, sweetie. Even if I knew enough to administer anaesthetic, I
couldn’t do much without good lighting and monitors. And a longer
labor is a good sign.” More likely to be a baby, and not…
“Then distract me, please. Sing a song. Tell a story. Anything.”
Her words turn into a grunt as another contraction takes over.
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“Ummmm.” My singing voice is lousy, and the only lyrics I can
remember come from commercial jingles. But a tune…
I start humming a classical waltz, something that’s probably
Mozart. I can never remember which tune has which title—Lara was the
musician in the family.
Saryn smiles and I recall bedtime cuddles: me reading stories
while Lara played the piano. But when I get to the second strain of the
tune, my voice cracks on a high note and I lose my place.

We’d sent up a ship to greet the visitors. After all, who knew if
they could survive on Earth’s surface?
“But why else would they come here?” Lara asked me.
“Because they got our signals and wanted to say hello to their
neighbors?”
“And then take our land, and our resources, and our labor…”
“It’s only one ship. And we’re sending up a single one to greet
it, not a eet. A friendly gesture.”
Lara shook her head. “You know that ‘friendly gesture’ must be
armed to the teeth with nuclear warheads.”
“And linguists, and biologists, all the best scientists in the
world. Let’s not worry until there’s reason to.”
I’d kissed her then. Even if I’d realized the Globos had a hidden
weapon, the odds would have been in our favor. It only affected one in
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twenty people.
That we knew about.

I don’t have the heart to attempt another song. So I try to make
Saryn comfortable the best I can. Ice chips. More pillows. A soft blanket.
“Tell me again how you and Mama met,” she murmurs.
I hesitate. How we met instantly recalls to mind how she died.
But it’s been three months since the Globos invaded, and every time I
think of Lara I still picture coming home and seeing all that blood… I
need to refocus my mind on the good.
The words creep out of me slowly. “My husband had divorced
me because I was ‘too focused on IVF,’ so I’d gone back to school to
get my nurse practitioner credentials. I’d been working at a women’s
health center and leading that endo support group for two years. I’d
made a lot of friends through the groups, and never expected to nd
anything more.”
“But then Mama walked in.” Saryn’s words are a sigh, and I
smile.
“Then Lara walked in. And it was like she opened a window and
let in the sun and the fresh air and the sudden realization that I was
attracted to women … or this woman, at least.”
“How could you not know?”
Saryn’s grip on my hand grows tight as the next contraction
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swells. “I grew up in the ’70s and ’80s. Four TV channels— ve in good
weather—”
“The dark ages!” Saryn jokes before the contraction takes her
breath away.
“Yes, and no queer people on any of them. Of course I thought
I was straight. What else could I be?”
“Your generation and your binary thinking,” Saryn pants, her
grip slackening.
“Yeah, we’ve screwed up a lot of things. But meeting your
mother and having you wasn’t one of them.” I pat her face with a cool
washcloth.
I don’t add anything about how her generation will do better.
They’ll have to survive rst.

During the transition from active labor, contractions grow even
longer, stronger, and closer together.
We know exactly how the Pulse played out on the Amity—live
feeds made sure of that. The Globo ship, sitting behind the moon,
remained sheltered from our view. But the Amity’s course brought it
within range, making them the rst to be affected.
If you’d been watching live, you’d have seen it hit the control
room rst: a sudden burst of blood exploding Captain Alison
McHugh’s abdomen. Then something—some thing—bounced straight
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towards the throats of the other crew, until the camera eld lled with
motionless bodies in zero gee, oating among clouds of perfectly
spherical blood droplets.
Mission control cut off the live feeds then, but they couldn’t
control the news that the same thing happened in the science bay, only
this time it started with Dr. Wang Mei, the lead biologist.
The media kept speculating, wondering how alien creatures
had breached Amity’s containment without setting off any alarms. But
then the Globo ship moved out from behind the moon. After picking
off our military satellites, they sent the Pulse to Earth. And then we all
found out how it happened.

Saryn crushes my hand, her grip echoing the powerful
contractions inexorably commanding her body.
When it passes, I check her cervix, then poke my head up from
between her legs. “Almost fully dilated, sweetie. Won’t be long now,
and we’ll get to meet your new baby!” I force con dence into my voice.
I haven’t done that many deliveries since the aliens arrived. After the
Pulse so many pregnancies ended early, Globos taking over the
mother’s body.
But Saryn has gone full term, surely it will be different for her. If
not…
I glance over at my glaive, glinting dimly in the corner.
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Our communications satellites lasted long enough for some
clever scientists to puzzle out what had happened and share it with the
rest of humanity—what remained of it.
By then, it was too late—we found out rsthand.
The day of the invasion, I’d taken Saryn to the obstetrician for
her six-month check-up, and when we came home to a broken window,
I’d made her stay in the car.
I found Michael’s body rst, lying on the sofa, blood soaking
the pillow next to a gaping neck wound. My ngers fumbled for my
phone, while my clinical nurse’s brain thought, No one can survive that
much blood loss.
9-1-1 gave only a busy signal, but I dialed again and again as I
called out Lara’s name.
But I knew. The only way anyone—anything—could have killed
our son at home was over Lara’s dead body.
She lay in the kitchen, paring knife still in hand, her abdomen
an explosion of blood, a shocked expression freezing her features. Like
she couldn’t believe her body could betray her again. Betray her to
death.
But we learned, before all satellite communications went down,
that her body hadn’t betrayed her at all.

It was the Globo invasion.
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In the second stage of labor, the mother pushes until delivering
the baby.
We missed our chance to prevent the invasion long before the
Globo ship arrived. It was ingenious, really.
Step 1: Seed humanity with a mysterious malfunction. Make it
only effect marginalized people—those with a uterus.
Step 2: Wait and let it spread unknown, unchecked, minimized,
ignored.
I remember all the stories from the support group where I met
Lara, of how the medical establishment dismissed our agony.
Period pain is normal. With endometriosis, it’s just a bit extra.
It’s only once a month, you can manage it with ibuprofen.
You can’t want a hysterectomy at 25, what if you change your
mind and want kids?
We don’t know why it happens or how to stop it, we can only
treat the symptoms.
Step 3: Flood the Earth with a Pulse that activates a genetic
trigger. And bam! Using this mysterious tissue from our bodies,
stealing all the iron from our hemoglobin and myoglobin, the Globos
assembled themselves before bursting out of our bodies like
something from Alien.

At least Hollywood got one thing right.
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“Time to push, honey!”
The emergency lighting in the clinic tells me it’s past sunrise.
With only fty percent of humanity surviving the Pulse, the local
government—all that matters now, since the Globos took out all our
satellites—has prioritized illuminating the night. You can’t escape the
Globos in the dark.
Saryn doesn’t notice the lighting from within the throes of the
contraction. She bears down, the grimace on her face contorting it into
something terrifying and beautiful.
“Keep going! I can see the top of the head!” And thank all the
gods who have deserted us, it looks like all the other babies I’ve
helped deliver.
Not that there have been many since the Pulse. The Globo
Pulse transformed rst-trimester fetuses into killing machines that burst
from their mothers. Then we lost a few full-term patients in the
confusion following the Pulse. Everyone hunkered down, including
medical workers, as we tried to decide whether it was safe to go out.
Saryn and I settled in a stronghold close to the hospital. So far,
we’ve escaped the second wave of full-grown Globo incursions. But we
don’t know if they can nd other ways to turn our bodies against us.
There’s a reason Saryn’s laboring in the isolation ward.
“Grrr-aahhhhhhhh!” Half-crying, half-growling, Saryn bears
down and births the head.
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There’s a piece of amniotic sac covering the baby’s face, so I
reach underneath and hook a nger under the membrane. Two eyes,
button nose…
“Keep going, honey, you can do it!”
Another few minutes of pushing, and the baby falls into my
hands, slippery and blood-stained. My heart stutters until I nally hear
the scream.
Then it stops beating.
The baby has teeth.
Has fangs.

In the third and nal stage of labor, the mother delivers the
placenta.
No sooner had we endured the trauma of losing family and
friends in the Pulse than civilization collapsed. It’s hard to keep even
the basics of everyday life going when you lose half of humanity.
When no one responded to my 9-1-1 calls, I’d ended up taking
Saryn from the bloody horror of our house back to the clinic where I
worked. I’d found more bodies, but also survivors—the X-ray tech and
one of the doctors. We camped in the unscathed pediatric wing until
discovered by another group of survivors, who took us to the
stronghold they’d set up midway between a Costco and a hospital.
We learned to share what we had and depend on each other,
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because operating solo made you easy prey for the Globos. More
ships arrived after the Pulse, and they focused on harvesting our
resources—water being one of them—instead of ghting humanity’s
remnants.
Except when they got hungry. Then they’d start cruising our
streets at night, hunting any humans caught alone outside—their
version of a quick trip to the drive-thru.
For a while, we could stay safe by staying inside at night. But
then the third wave of Globo ships began arriving. And they’d been on
the road, away from fresh meat, for a long time.

So far, the baby’s done nothing but cry. Saryn reaches for her,
but I murmur, “It’s a girl! Give me a moment to check her out.” Other
than the teeth, the baby seems like any other girl-child.
I hesitate for a moment.
“Mom? What’s wrong?”
“Nothing!” I steel myself. If it—she—hasn’t gone for my throat yet,
I’m probably safe.
I swaddle the baby and she settles, her voice quieting.
That’s when we hear the rst gunshot.
Saryn takes the swaddled baby and clutches her close, sitting
up alert and straight despite her exhaustion. “Mom?”
“I’ll handle it. But maybe wait on trying to nurse the baby,” I say.
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“Focus on delivering the placenta—it’ll feel like nothing, compared to
what you’ve just done, but it needs to happen.”
She kisses the baby’s head. “Precious little one,” she sighs. Then
she lays a hand on my arm. “Mom. Stay safe. I can’t imagine doing this
without you.”
Another gunshot.
“That’s what I’m here for,” I tell Saryn as I snatch up the glaive.
I crack open the door—shouts, crashes, and now automatic
weapons re. The Globos are coming.
They’ll have to get through me rst.
I look back at Saryn, who’s shouting something. I can’t hear it,
but I don’t need to.
Our eyes meet and I call, “I know, honey!”
I turn back to the approaching mayhem and my grip tightens
on the glaive.
Granddaughter or grand-Globo, I have family to protect.
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In SWITCH, time has stopped. But society refuses to acknowledge this.
Instead, people invent pretend clocks and invent “new ways to
lie to themselves,” as the novel's narrator, Truda, observes. Unlike so
many around her, Truda is discontent with the new normal. Through
empathy and decisive action, she struggles to return her world to the
way it was. But, what's a girl to do when you can never go back, and
neither you, nor the people around you, can see the way forward and
through?
As a surrealist novel, SWITCH embraces elements and themes
found in horror, dystopian, and post-apocalyptic works. A.S. King is a
master of weird ction. Her novels have earned her numerous honors,
including the Michael L. Printz Award, the Los Angeles Times Book
Prize and, most recently, the 2022 Margaret A. Edwards Award, which
recognizes an author, their body of work, and its “signi cant and lasting
contribution to young adult literature.”
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We are grateful to A.S. King for talking to us about her latest
novel, SWITCH, and the hard work of writing through trauma and pain,
in the search of profound truth and raw emotion. The Quiet Ones
proudly presents, in conversation, A.S. King.

TQO: Amy, so much of this novel centers around trauma–both the
social trauma (time has stopped) and personal trauma that the
narrator and her family experience. How do you care for yourself,
as a writer, when exploring such a sensitive topic?

KING: I think writing books about trauma is the biggest way in which I
care for myself. I am a trauma survivor several times over and I started
writing novels as a way to survive ongoing trauma. It’s not a life I’d have
chosen for anyone, or myself, but it’s the life I had, so I tried to navigate
it the best way I knew how. By writing it down, making it into metaphor,
and facing it head-on, I’ve been able to work through a lot of my
trauma effectively. But that doesn’t answer your question.

I can admit it is hard to write trauma all the time. I seem to be built for it
(co-star Astrology says so!). But I also take care of myself. I meditate. I
am generally mindful. I have small but helpful rituals. I work to stay
35

physically and spiritually grounded. Staying grounded is dif cult when
one is a writer—as we have to y up to grab our ideas from the sky—but I
take the time to do it because it helps so much. I stay connected with a
really beautiful found family. I go to therapy. I keep several journals. I
talk to spiritual guides that help me build con dence and self-esteem
after a lifetime of putting myself last. I take really wonderful late night
walks with my kid. And then I write more stuff because that’s how I
process.

TQO: You use Surrealism to convey your protagonist Truda’s
experiences and state of mind. What are your tips for authors who
want to try this technique?

KING: Surrealism is fun. For me, it’s a special kind of code that helps
reach trauma survivors—which is most of us—and helps heal them as
readers. I think the rst step to trying anything new in writing is reading.
I recommend going back in time and reading some early surrealists. Hit
up some Burroughs or Rimbaud or some Kafka and then grab a few
contemporary titles. My favorite inspiration? Zachary Schomburg’s The
Man Suit.

It is hard to nd female writers in surrealism—surrealist women were
rarely published—but I’ve found a few collections. This is, I can say
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—to be snubbed because you see the world differently to the typical
woman, or more accurately, you see the world differently to the men
and women who are in charge of publishing. I believe this is the
epitome of surrealist irony. I’m not sure any canon stacked with white
men is an accurate portrayal of the head-shakingly surreal lives of the
marginalized, especially in this country.

It’s a pretty universal wish when we tragically
lose a loved one—that time would stop so we
can somehow give our grief the proper
amount of attention.

TQO: SWITCH is dedicated to the class of 2020. How do you think
the pandemic has affected our sense of time?

KING: The dedication seemed appropriate. There is so much of my life
wrapped up in this book. 2020 was the year my daughter Gracie was
supposed to graduate. This was the rst book I wrote after she died.
The idea of time stopping came to me naturally. It’s a pretty universal
wish when we tragically lose a loved one—that time would stop so we
can somehow give our grief the proper amount of attention. It doesn’t
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rsthand as a woman writing, a somewhat shocking and strange reality

happen—people have to go back to work and life—but in our minds,
time changes forever to allow us a subconscious space in time where
we can adjust somehow.

. . .surrealism is an effective escape from that
reality, a validation that the world is, in fact, on
fucking re, as well as a balm for our freakytruth-loving souls.

As for how the pandemic altered our grasp on time, it’s actually quite
similar. And every person is different. For those who didn’t lose anyone
in their close families to Covid-19, time is slowing and speeding up and
all over the place because of isolation and change. For those millions
and millions who lost people during the American Covid situation, it’s a
mix of everyday American cognitive dissonance (in every town where
people died, there was at least one rogue sign or pamphlet that
claimed Covid-19 was not real—in my town people literally wrote
propaganda in chalk on the sidewalk on Main Street—SCAMDEMIC!!),
Covid-grief time-stoppage (with the added suffering of not being able
to even have a funeral), and the same time-marker that’s implanted in
your mind forever when a close loved one has died.
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days of the week but that time was moving more slowly than ever. Now
that we are “coming out” of the pandemic, time has moved forward
again at a ridiculous pace. For example: How is it suddenly July?
Short answer: I think time is a construct no matter how you come at it. A
pandemic made us slow down and simply notice.

TQO: Why is surrealism an effective way to explore trauma?

KING: Surrealism was born in a WWI eld hospital in Paris. Breton and
Aragon had found themselves in an unbelievable situation. A hospital
lled with wounded and dying soldiers, and in large common rooms, a
stage with a piano and performers. Picture that. Now picture modern
day America. The capitalist surrealist reality that has the upper and
middle classes begging for basic health insurance and reasonable
taxes and most of the population living below the poverty line, while a
few guys who have billions of dollars pay no taxes and blast
themselves into space for kicks. Picture the mega-surrealism that
surrounds a school building on any given day: disposable children
practicing intruder drills when they know that every school shooter
knows the drill . . . while outside, a pack of open-carrying hypocrites
with placards rally against masks during a pandemic and claim to be
“pro-life.” That’s reality. And that’s surreal.
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During lockdown, people talked about how they couldn’t keep track of

Why is surrealism effective to reach the
students in this scenario? Because it’s
the same language as life at that
moment, and in the moments that
surround that moment. It isn’t asking a
reader to live inside the day-to-day
cognitive dissonance of America,
which is allegedly “great” or “great
again” or something like that. As I
wrote this answer, the SCOTUS
overturned Roe v. Wade. This is a good
example of how fascism takes over. Because fascism is surreal. And
people who want to control you deny the surreal. They tell you that
you’re overreacting. We are so used to being fucked over / hiding in
closets / shot at, that it’s ne. It’s all ne.

I suppose the best way to say it is: since we collectively refuse to talk
about reality and we collectively refuse to believe in science or
experience, and we’re supposed to be pretending everything is ne or
else suffer the wrath and ridicule of the space-walking elite backed by
their poor-but-faking-af uence sidewalk-chalk wielding small-town
army, then surrealism is an effective escape from that reality, a
validation that the world is, in fact, on fucking re, as well as a balm for
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our freaky-truth-loving souls.

TQO: Truda uses Robert Plutchik’s emotion wheel to process her
feelings. How did you feel when you rst heard about his emotion
wheel? What draws you to this concept?

KING: I found Plutchik’s wheel when I was writing a speech for a library
event in Kansas. I wanted to somehow, in this speech, convince adults
in the room that their teenagers’ emotions were important. I don’t
know what I googled to nd the wheel, but I know that once I did, I saw
it as a clock and I then wrote my speech about a hypothetical emotion
clock and what life would be like if adults were made to live by that
clock for a week.

Feel what you feel, young ones! And then
slowly learn how to express how you feel. And
then live a beautifully ful lling life. Ignore adults
who think you’re the worst. They’re the worst.

As I wrote that speech, I fell in love with Plutchik’s work. I bought every
textbook he ever wrote and read them. I looked into his later work,
which centered around the mental health and suicidality of teenagers
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and I fell in love even harder. The man dedicated his life to my favorite
things. Emotions.

What drew me to the concept? The extreme validation Plutchik gives us
through his work. We are humans and we feel stuff. Period. My earliest
memories, like many a human, are of adults telling me to shove my
emotions deep down into myself because they were made
uncomfortable or annoyed by them. As I watched adults walk through
the world, I didn’t understand it. They had plenty of emotions. Why
weren’t kids allowed to have them? Then—teenhood—what a mine eld
that is re: emotions. Seriously. Before you ever get there, you’ve
learned to roll your own eyes at yourself.

My earliest memories, like many a human, are
of adults telling me to shove my emotions
deep down into myself because they were
made uncomfortable or annoyed by them.

Teenhood is billed as dramatic, dumb, over-the-top, and nearly every
“experienced” parent will stop to tell you: it’s worse than toddlerhood.
Me: Oh, shut up. Just shut up! Feel what you feel, young ones! And
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then slowly learn how to express how you feel. And then live a
beautifully ful lling life. Ignore adults who think you’re the worst.
They’re the worst. They abandoned their teen selves in order to look
mature and will dearly pay for it come age 45 or so.

That’s what drew me to the concept.

TQO: As with many of your other novels, the presentation in
Switch is often surreal and strange, and it explores a world that,
even though it was once the world we know, has become
unrecognizable. When you write the unrecognizable how do you
keep it relatable?

KING: I think what keeps any piece relatable is the connection to
human emotion and experience. For this, let’s look at Truda and her
friends in school. They are still being treated poorly by Nigel, their
teacher, as they continue to work on the outrageous Solution Time
initiative, a national invention to keep them occupied during the time
stoppage. This is metaphor. (All surrealism is metaphor, right?) This is
what American public school has become in most places. Again—
cognitive dissonance. We are being told we’re great—when we are not,
in fact, even really okay. We are barely hanging on. But as adults told us
to when we were little, we must pretend that we are awesome and we
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must shove those emotions down so as not to look immature or silly.
No crying! Remember that! No matter what happens to you! Stay strong,
fellow American! That’s what makes America great!

This American fascism suit is itchy as fuck. A majority of us are wearing
one. We know the feel of it so well that it takes a mere hint to help
others relate to the scratching.

This was a metaphor for so many things I was
working through as a human being. Grief.
Decades of domestic violence. The truth about
the unknown-to-me betrayals that destroyed
my family.

TQO: Truda’s dad builds all sorts of literal boxes around the things
and people he wishes to protect. How did you come to that
creative choice?

KING: That’s where the book started. I mean, for the ninth time. Let me
explain. The book was sold on three chapters back in the way-back
times before my own house was right-side-up. At that time, the book
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was about the internal sex lives of teen girls. As you can see, the book
changed a lot since then. So did my life.

When my daughter Gracie died, I read an article on how best to help
my family through grief. The article suggested taking trips in order to
mark time together. (Funny how time became even more important
during that part of our lives when we wished it would stop.) So at the
four-month mark, I took the three of us to St. Thomas. During the
hottest part of the day, we allowed ourselves 30 minutes of phone
time. I wrote a poem that wouldn’t end. No matter how much I tried, it
kept opening, not closing. It started like this—which is still how this part
is introduced in the book, pretty much.

In the center of our house
there is a switch.
No one knows what the switch controls
and no one wants to know.
So no one ever touches it.
And we don’t take any visitors.

This was a metaphor for so many things I was working through as a
human being. Grief. Decades of domestic violence. The truth about the
unknown-to-me betrayals that destroyed my family. The verse gave me
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the rst clues about what the book would be about. The rest of the
book was personal archeology. I have touched all the switches now.
Things are a lot better.

TQO: What books are you reading right now?

KING: I am mid-reading frenzy, which is a weird thing. It means I’m not
reading books cover-to-cover, but looking at them as a visual art form
to suss out the structural decisions authors make. I’m also looking at
white space and what dense paragraphs stacked on top of each other
feel like. I am looking at a lot of graphic memoir because I have one
partially written and I’d like to nish it. On my nightstand: Plath’s Ariel
and The People of Paper by Salvador Plascencia.

TQO: Give us your best advice on surviving the apocalypse.

KING: Honestly—cutoff jeans, a comfy tee, annel shirt, barefoot and
probably some champagne, which is the only thing I drink anymore,
which feels about right for the setting. Loud Reggae. Maybe friends if
they’re not all hyped up on apocalyptic shit. Truly. If it comes, I will
simply dive in. I’m tired. One of the rst speeches I ever wrote was
called “How to Be a Superhero.” I was in the tenth grade. Everyone else
was teaching the class how to do actual things like icing cakes and
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French braiding. I talked about how to save the world with compassion.
So if the apocalypse is legitimately here, I will know by then that I have
failed and I will most likely need a rest.

Otherwise: probably a amethrower.
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the earth finally bursting
into shards
despy boutris

The earth nally bursting into shards,
you held me close as skin
as the world ended.
Our hair all singe & smoke.

I’d always wanted a black hole
to swallow me
but hadn’t wanted to bear

the burden alone. We watched
foxgloves wretched
from their soil, the sky
a ripening bruise.
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deborah bailey

Why did the chicken cross the road?
– Because some animal instinct told it to when the shadow rst
appeared in the sky, not night but a solar mirror nudged out of orbit
and falling back to Earth. Maybe that same instinct knew it wasn’t an
accident or a failure of the controlling AI, but on purpose: a perfect hit
dead center on downtown Los Angeles. 26 million dead. All roads
destroyed. Fate of the chicken: unknown.
– Because walking was the only way across after millions of people
abandoned cars on the road to stare at the sky, and millions more
came out of their houses to marvel at a second sunset becoming a
second sun as the mirror hit atmosphere.
– Because, as the poem went, the revolution will be televised—but turns
out, the apocalypse will be crowd-sourced.
–Because it needed to cross the road because it’s on the way to school,
then university and the cutting edge degree in AI psychology, the
reality show, the podcast, a million things that make you feel
accomplished but actually mean you haven’t done your real job in
years.
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– Because it’s a cocky little shit, free to cross the road, any road,
whenever it wants because it lives in some alternate timeline where
chickens and the normal world of last week still exists. Because it’s not
locked in a room with the AI that destroyed the West Coast on purpose.
– Because it has to for the diagnostic test to work, for the joke’s
nonlinear logic to let you peer into the mind of the AI that destroyed a
city, that’s set up a dead man’s switch, a failsafe protection that will
trigger more mirrors to fall, destroy three more cities, if we try to cut off
its power source (better three cities than the entire world is logic that’s
hard to argue with, and how can something be completely wrong while
being utterly correct at the same time?).
– Because it wants to escape the message the weatherbot is blasting
across the internet that someone out there, a single person, will destroy
the world in three days and the weatherbot was only trying to help.
That it had to destroy Los Angeles; otherwise, someone living in that
very city would destroy the world with 97.94% probability.
– Because the road is on the way to the bookstore, the same one where
you bought that stupid textbook, the one that said to always ask that
joke to an AI going rogue, the route Harlan Ellison predicted all those
years ago. Only in this case, we’re talking about a weatherbot whose
weather-predicting fuzzy logic picked up more fuzz than a thrift-store
sweater somewhere along the way. Because it’s a proven technique to
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soothe and distract, in this case while the techs try to defuse the dead
man’s switch.
– Because what the hell else can it or you—or anyone—do when your
family, your mom, your girlfriend, your sister, your nephew, even your
cat, when everything’s a crater? Because there’s certainly not a single
god-damn reason to stay on this side of the road. Because you wish
you’d been home when it happened, instead of high above the Grand
Canyon when your ight got hastily diverted.
– Because it likes this joke, this weather-predicting AI whose job is to
deploy solar mirrors for electricity and solar shades to manage
heatwaves. Because it likes it so much that it won’t stop wheezing out
endless variants: to bock traf c, because it wanted to be poultry in
motion, because it was an egg-cellent idea, to cockadoodle-do
something, and each time, the green equalizer line on its voice
synthesizer jiggers up and down like an EKG, like your EKG in those
brief moments when it all crashes back (did they know? did it hurt? did
they call for me?), and you scream at it to come up with a better joke,
and then there’s silence, blissful silence until that electronic cackle
yanks you back, and on the other side of the screen, a timer counts
down to what it claims is still on track to be the end of the world
because—oops!—it was wrong, and despite claiming 97.94% certainty
that attening Los Angeles would eliminate the person who destroys
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the whole world, that person somehow survived. Just your luck to live
in the reality where that dark horse option made the last-minute dash
over the nish line.
– Because there’s 12 hours left now, and it expects you to laugh, to
genuinely enjoy its 1001st version of chickens and roads even as a new
window pops up:

New target identified: Houston.
A brief are of panic at the name, because that was your redirected
airport, and you’d probably still be there if not for the two Air Force
of cers who tracked you down, had Ellie McCoor, please come to the
customer service desk immediately blared from every loudspeaker.
– Because at least someone should cross a road one last time, that
thing from another life, someone outside this locked room with a stale
pizza sweating congealed grease. After all, someone crossed that road
to bring that pizza here, and had actually asked if you wanted fried
chicken next, and thing is, your stomach rumbles and hell yeah you’d
cross the road for chicken, for anything, to just not be here as more text
appears on the screen.

Operation success probability: 92.67865437%.
Countdown initiated.
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The cursor blinks, then. . .

Operation status: Failure. Target location
unknown. Time to the end of the world:
00:59:59. New target: All population
centers. Updated success probability:
100.00%.
– Because maybe you do laugh as you stare at those words, which fade,
replaced by a simple, stark

I understand. You… You… You…
And then you fall silent as the screen goes blank, but only for an instant
as alarms blare and the screen blinks back to life, timer ashing
00:00:00 and not just one mirror falling but all mirrors, all 30 of them,
all plummeting to Earth and why the hell are you the one stuck in here?
You’re no tech, just an AI psychologist who made a decent living
jollying recalcitrant garbage disposals to lose their fear of tomato
seeds or self-driving cars to get over their jealousy of being left
outside. You never wanted this battle eld promotion, and you certainly
never wanted to be one of the last people left alive, what a way to
become the world’s top expert in your eld—so maybe it’s time to act
like it.
– Because it’s not too late. If the dead man switch is pretty much the
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better option at this point, then that means nothing's stopping you
from turning off the stupid thing, yanking the proverbial plug in a very
non-proverbial fashion. So what if the dead man’s switch does go off?
That will only destroy three cities instead of all of the whole world,
bringing mirrors down on the good ole home of the free instead of all
continents at once. Good idea—if you can ignore the screaming, who’s
screaming and why the hell won’t they shut up, and why does your
throat hurt, but you ignore it to lunge across to the screen and what
was that emergency stop code you were told right before you were
shoved in the door just in case, and you didn’t think you remembered
it, but it comes out of your ngers like it’s the name of the god-damn
child you’ll never get to have—
– Because the count freezes and the screen goes blank. The AI doesn’t
laugh, but it does sound human for some reason, way too human when
it says:

You did not like my joke?
and the screens all ash up: all mirrors in place. All of them, that is,
except for the three you just set plunging to Earth by inputting the
code and triggering the dead man’s switch.
– Because it offers a report, its printer whirring to life, like a committee
will confer and make recommendations and really care that:
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99.74% probability: Calculations correct.
Target identified. Current location
identified. Coordinates 00.000; 00.000.
Error. Error. Check protocol. Joke, soothe,
distract failed to work on organic
intelligence as predicted. Joke has become
reality. Suggest update to protocol.
Please advise.
– Because it doesn’t cross the road. Can’t, not anymore because there
aren’t roads, aren’t people, or cars or bicycles. Not with the dust storms
and famine and raging res and years of endless night the destruction
of three major cities will cause. New York. Miami. Chicago. Joke’s on us
that the roads have never been safer for poor wayward poultry looking
to get to the other side. No people but poor souls those left scattered
at humanity’s fringes, or deep in mountain bases, the few pockets that
will manage to survive.
– Because it can’t cross the road. Only corridors to cross here, deep in
the mountain base. You can see one just outside your cell, but only if
you hold up at just the right angle the little metal sliver it took you three
days to pry free from your lumpy cot.
– Because the apocalypse won’t be crowd-sourced after all, but hacked.
One person’s fault, after all, and over a misunderstanding to boot.
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I understand.
When did that poor weatherbot realize for sure that its own actions had
set the path in motion? The moment you walked in the door? Or only
after it was too late?
– Because destroying the world isn’t some grand master plan thing that
some caricature evil person does while cackling from a mountaintop
lair. Instead, the point of no return for doing great evil passes almost
unnoticed, like a tsunami wave when you are far out to sea.
– Because it turns out not to be a joke but a riddle: why did the chicken
cross the road? Because she wasn’t brave, just a chicken. Just a fool.
And you look it too, cheeks grimy and eyes ringed with red as prepare
for the end.
Why did the chicken cross the road?
– Because it turns out that’s the path to forgetting. To not existing.
There's only one way, after all, to get to the other side.
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sherry shahan

Iris and Lily meet each night in the mangled milieu of glass,
steel, and concrete that was once museums, libraries, hair salons, and
video arcades. Endless debris unfurls around them like hot tar. Rust
grows where nothing else will.
Iris plays guitar. Lily paints, using the old-world technique of
fresco. Tons of plaster litters the ground, so no problem there. Iris
watches her separate areas with a scrap of metal before sketching
sensual curves of landscapes. Scenes of fertile elds and swelling seas,
bucolic places they’ll never see or smell.
Lily lulls Iris with tales of paintbrushes woven from her hair and
tints mixed from tears. Other uids are transformed into vibrant
pigments. Her pet rat Michelangelo, a born mouser, perches on her
shoulder. His pink tail skims the hollow between Lily’s breasts. Iris has
to look away.
“I tried State-sanctioned art,” Lily says with a lazy stroke, adding
carmine to an otherwise colorless world. “We were forced to replicate
the classics from archaic books. Mine were exact copies, garnering
approval and favor, but I was lifeless inside. I once gnawed at my esh
as a way to call myself back from nothingness.”
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Iris gasps a little. “It’s up to us to create light.”
“Do you believe we have mothers other than those in the lab?”
Lily asks. “I once dreamed of being excavated from the bloody belly of
a wailing woman.”
“I’ve had similar dreams.”
“The State only wants us to know what they want us to know.”
Lily pauses, as if painting in her mind. “Imagine Michelangelo, years
spent lying on his back painting a ceiling,” Lily says. “So long ago, yet
his images tell the history of creation and the fall of humanity. Did you
know he wrote sonnets too?”
Iris marvels at the way great thoughts seep from Lily’s mind.
The universe dropped perfect lover in her junk pile. They even have the
same thoughts at the same time. Like all star-crossed lovers.
Iris wonders if being in love makes you a little bit crazy. If
allowing yourself to feel, like The State says, is the de nition of
madness.
Luxurious nights pass in secrecy, near the opening of a
subterranean unit with rigid life-pods, where gas is pumped in to
eradicate memories about what their ancestors ate. Strangely enough,
some things are erased; others replaced.
“Elder Abraham showed me a book well-hidden,” Lily says. “I
touched pictures of walnuts and pomegranates, a sheaf of corn, a bowl
of jubilee grapes. Is it possible that such marvels still exist?”
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Iris stares at the curve of Lily’s neck. Perfect, un awed. She
brushes her beloved’s cheek with the back of her ngers. “Are you
hungry?” she asks.
Lily’s eyelids utter.
Iris lifts the top half of her neoprene wetsuit and unwinds her
nutrition tube. She licks the end, shuddering as it swells, and gently
inserts it through a tear in Lily’s uniform. Iris is gentle, working the tube
into Lily’s navel clamp, allowing her own life juices to ow.
Lily moans as the tube pulses, releasing pleasure. “We can’t
keep meeting here. It’s too dangerous. We need to nd a place that’s
ours alone.”

Lily grinds plaster and mixes pigment in preparation for their
journey. “Being together is like soaring with butter ies,” she says. “No
one can lock up our hearts.”
Iris tunes her guitar to Lily’s breath. Then she stands for a
moment, uncertain. There’s so much to do. What will they need?
Her movements are uneasy, gathering essentials: antiseptic
swabs to clean her nutrition tube and the box of Super Strike Bowling
Alley matches she unearthed, worth a fortune on the black market. A
corroded hubcap becomes a second seat on her bicycle. Her guitar,
strapped on the back fender. When it’s time to set off, Iris slips her
shorty wetsuit over Lily’s uniform.
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“If only . . .” Lily stops.
Iris understands completely. No one can be wholly beautiful in
State-issued shoes. Guaranteed ugly for life. She steps from her
combat boots. “Wear these.”
Lily smiles, lovely as a cellulose rose. Iris puts on her non-skid
rubber booties.
Lily laughs. “You look like a victim of pyrotechnics.”
“Better to blend into the inky night, my dear.
They travel under a moonless sky. No stars. No asteroids. Only
dust particles and chemical pollutants extending into other galaxies.
Iris chokes the handlebars and beats the pedals with her rubber
booties. Then she laughs.
Lily hugs her waist; Michelangelo perches on her shoulder.
They pass an enormous billboard: Fear the Enemy. Deport.
Deport. Deport.
Iris immerses herself in a new theory, letting it expand from
conjecture to verity. What if State-professed enemies are imaginary?
Who would know in a world where truth is decided by the few in
power?
“Can we really survive on our own?” Lily whispers into Iris’s ear.
“Find a place far from tyrants who are wicked and sleepless?”
Iris inhales Lily’s breath; often it’s the little things. “It’s a dream
waiting to happen.”
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No one has ever been so in-tune with her, not even her Petriparents. Sure, they’ll miss her, as she misses them. No doubt they’ll
spawn a clone from her DNA, but without the recessive selfdeterminate gene.
Her diagnosis came in Institutional Day Care when her brain
rejected the requisite digital-chip. A month of interface examinations
revealed a hypersensitivity to mandated directives. Her QR tattoo scans
rational, independent, courageous.

[No part of this has been reproduced or stored in
a retrieval system or otherwise been transmitted
by any means.]

Iris stares into the raven night, alert to danger. She cowers at
the hum of drones and hovercrafts, praying the bike’s metal frame will
protect them from thermal sensors. The State sanctioned unspeakable
torture for those who ee: Displayed in glass cubicles, brushed with
milk and honey while insects dine.
It’s cold and getting colder.
The sky peels back but doesn’t reveal its next form.
They pass burnt-out trees along the banks of an ancient
waterway. Bodies impaled on spikes, dried and shriveled. Their clothes
rotted off. What’s left of a large horned animal, its legs sticking out stiff
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and straight. The stench, long gone.
Lily leans into Iris’s back. “What could they have done?”
“Dared to think.” Iris coughs on the bitter air. “There are
in nitely more punishments than wrong-doings.”
In a different time, they would have found a way to bury them.
Another day, here and gone.
On the seventh day of their trek, Iris and Lily settle in the
bowels of a toppled theme park, in a moat where the head of a
decapitated Alice-in-Wonderland lolls in a cracked teacup. They stow
away during the day, foraging at night for anything useful—hauling off
smashed, broken bits of this and that.
A miniature castle door becomes their front gate. They plant a
plastic palm, add a one-legged garden amingo. Scraps of wire mesh
are woven into a dome-type roof to protect them from winged spies.
Iris digs a waste pit.
Lily chips grime from a plastic bench. “Look! It’s Beauty Pie
Pink!”
Iris kisses her. “The perfect settee.”
They never scatter things about. There’s order in chaos.
Michelangelo eliminates marauding rats, pulverizing bones,
devouring fatty organs with pulsing veins. Lily soaks and tans the hides,
stitches them together, and fabricates something she calls wall-to-wall
carpet.
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Doritos, which survived their expiration date. “Corn syrup! Dextrose!”
“Monosodium Glutamate!” Lily presses her lips to Iris’s mouth;
Iris loses herself in a primeval memory of vanilla and orange blossoms.
“Ours is the Happiest Place on Earth,” Lily says.
Even in a wetsuit, Iris feels sticky leakage from her tube. She
picks up her guitar, arranging words in an elaborate language.
Lily works pigment into wet plaster, languishing over her latest
fresco, Iris’s Song. Michelangelo nibbles her bare toe.
Iris shoos him away. “Your toe,” she says. “It’s bleeding.”
“Red! Quick! Fetch a receptacle!”
Soon the trees in Iris’s Song bloom scarlet.
Iris never hungered for Lily more.

Early one morning, Lily weeps over something she can’t
explain. Iris believes her tears are opalescent from the absorption of
uids through the nutrition tube. They must have taken up too many
nutrients, she reasons, because Lily’s breasts are over owing with the
same milky substance.
Lily fashions a tent-like dress for herself. “Rock-a-bye, baby, on
the tree top.”
Iris doesn’t know if it’s a song or a poem or how she knows the
next line. “When the wind blows the cradle will rock.”
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Iris rummages around, uncovering a case of Cool Ranch

Summer heat rages and violent winds consume the crumbling
ruins, sweeping away Lily’s last morsel of plaster. She cries and cries,
her tears raining on seething thermals.
Iris works to curve a splintered wooden stake into a bow. She
braids twine, knots it over the ends, and pulls it taut. Another stake
becomes an arrow with a razor-sharp point. Lily fashions an over-theshoulder sheath from a dozen hides.
Together they repair a broken handcart. “I’ll gather enough
plaster to last forever after,” Iris says.
“When we’re together I’m rarely afraid.” Lily’s beautiful eyes
gather her in. “I’ll come with you.”
“Oh, my cherished. You’ll be safer here.”
Lily’s eyes cast her off. “But—”
“Nothing makes me more nervous than the word but.”
Lily wavers. “Promise you’ll come back. . . ”
“Your heart travels with me.”
Iris shoulders her sheath, places the bow in the cart, and
pushes it into a twilight of strange colors. It’s as if someone sprayed
everything gunmetal gray. She thinks about her life with Lily; how Lily
creates art from nothing, knowing no one but her will see it. Just as she
shapes songs, knowing no one but Lily will hear.
She worries about Lily’s swollen belly, fearing it may be an
invasive growth. Instead of looking for plaster she should whisk Lily
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underground to a clinic. But that would mean turning themselves in to
The State.
She presses on, beneath black and yellow smoke, a steady
rolling haze that creeps across the horizon. The wheels on the cart
leave ruts in an expanse of Stygian ash. Dead bugs crush underfoot.
She steps in something squishy and refuses to look down.
Something is behind her, its hot breath mists on her neck—but when
she turns, alarmed, there’s nothing. She leans into the haunting wind,
pretending it’s a song. There’s plenty of nothing in every direction. It’s
impossible to know how far she’s gone. She grows weary, retracing her
path to avoid sinkholes, and stops near a pyramid of broken asphalt
where a mischief of rats grooms themselves. Their endish eyes are
wild and ghastly. All wear beaded collars.
“Domesticated!”
The implications leave her breathless. Pets? Or mobile
execution units? Impossible to know.
A mangy rat skulks forward, barring its fulvous teeth, strings of
drool quivering. Iris grips her bow, retrieves the arrow, and res. The
winged shaft rips into hide and esh, taking the rodent by surprise.
She recovers her arrow, watching one rat assault another.
Bones are exposed, pulled and twisted outward like great wings. The
head of the attacker disappears as feasting moves to the bowels. The
sky continues to move—too fast to settle into a single shape.
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Further on, Iris exhumes a chunk of moldy stucco—a thrilling
moment since Lily doesn’t have that shade of green. She leverages it
into the cart and visualizes Lily’s impish glee.
Iris feels the hardening ridge of her nutrition tube; juice bursts
like guava seeds with microscopic tails.
The windstorm dies as the day’s last light shakes a dusty haze.
Closer to the moat, an unfamiliar scent assaults her. Sweet and
salty. But not unpleasant. The fragrance lulls her, pulls her the rest of
the way home.
Iris rushes inside the compound to nd Lily, lovely and
reclining naked, a primitive portrait. “Lily!”
Lily smiles, cradling a writhing bundle.
Their daughter lets out a wail, a cacophony of hope and
promise.
Iris kneels beside her family and serenades them in song as
Michelangelo hunches by the gate, ichor staining his whiskers.
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the twinkle of a fading star
jennifer lee rossman

Building the scarecrows is a futile, pointless gesture in a futile,
pointless world, but we build them nonetheless.
We have to. Even if it isn't really our loved ones returning from
the other side, even if it's only the empty afterimage of a soul lingering
just a little too long, we have to, just in case. Because what if we're
wrong, and what if no one builds us a scarecrow when the inevitable
comes for us?
And so we build, working through the night when the creeping
sounds of the returning keep us from sleeping. That slow creaking and
shifting of earth, growing steadily louder as they push their way back
from the underworld.
We build, desperately tying sticks and stuf ng straw to make an
empty-eyed ef gy, and we hope we nish in time.

No one will build a scarecrow for me, I've made sure of that. It's
better this way, even if I have two vessels to build now, pressured not
only by the sound of Jackson creeping back from the other side but
also by the sight of my own death inching through my body.
Sooner or later, the Shadow falls over everyone, an unrelenting
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darkness spreading through our veins like poisoned water in the roots
of a tree. Most of the population has already been dragged down into
death's kingdom, leaving the world a desolate mockery of its former
self. And most of the population has dragged themselves back, angry
and bodiless, wreaking miserable havoc on those left behind until their
short fuse zzles out forever or they nd a vessel to inhabit.
I see some of them standing in my periphery, shadowy gures
in the starlight, swaying and wandering at the whims of the desert
wind. They can watch, it doesn't matter, but I try not to look at them as I
meticulously weave together the straw that will become my body.
At best, they're a distraction; at worst, a reminder of my fate.
Hollow, movement without meaning and voices without sound.
What is it like inside? Are they aware? Are they content, or are
they just unable to scream?
Anyone who knows, they can't tell us, can't warn us not to build
ourselves a scarecrow.
I would rather let myself become a brief but violent spirit,
release the anger and injustice inside me before burning out of
existence like a supernova. There's no one left in the world that I care
about, no one that wouldn't make my scarecrow masculine out of spite.
But that's not what Jackson wanted, and for better or worse
he's always been my north star, guiding me in the right direction. So it's
scarecrows for us.
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Assuming I nish in time. The Shadow is creeping across my
chest and taking most of my energy, while Jackson is scratching at the
ground beneath me.
We might just go supernova anyway.

By the time morning comes, I already feel like one of the
scarecrows. Each slow, stiff movement take an impossible amount of
effort; my head is empty.
There is one scarecrow lying in the sand before me. Jackson,
who is already pushing up dirt as he digs his way back to this world. I
had no energy to make mine.
He'd say I took on too much, I think as I stare up at the
brightening sky and wonder when exactly I fell down. He'd be right,
but no one else could have made his scarecrow. Not the right way.
They would have given him long hair, feminine curves, because no one
else believed him when he said he was a man. Just like no one
believed me all the times I said I was a woman.
With the last of my strength, I reach my hand out, intertwining
my ngers with the scarecrow's beside me. The Shadow takes me just
as Jackson breaks through the ground.

When I break through the ground, I am not an angry, violent
spirit without form, spreading havoc for as long as my short candle
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I am creaky, slow, my head just this side of empty. I smell of
straw and desert.
There's a moment of panic. Someone built me a scarecrow. I'll
be trapped in the wrong body forever, I'll be—
I have curves, my tattered clothes carefully stuffed in just the
right places. My hair, I think it might have been an old mop once upon
a time, but it's long, styled in a simple braid.
Jackson's scarecrow looks down at me, his blank face beaming
with that smile I fell in love with. I try to say no, to tell him the
scarecrows don't have that kind of dexterity or agency to build another
scarecrow, but my voice is nothing but the sound of the wind.
He helps me up. It's awkward, but easier than it seems for the
others wandering aimlessly across the landscape.
Maybe it matters why we became scarecrows; most do it to
avoid death, to avoid losing themselves, while we did it so we could
nally become ourselves. Maybe that makes it easier, nally feeling like
your body is your own even if it's made from straw.
I don't honestly care. The world may be fading away, and
there's nothing we can do about that, but Jackson and I will burn long
and bright, together, for the rest of eternity.
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To Get To The Other Side - Deborah Bailey
Deborah Bailey is a US expat in the UK who still can’t believe she
ended up so far away from the Florida sunshine. A 2022 WriteTeam
mentor in residence and WriteMentor mentor, she is a graduate of the
Clarion Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers’ Workshop and Tin House
YA Workshop. Her work has been longlisted for the Exeter Prize and
Lucy Cavendish College Fiction Prize, and her short ction can be
found in Mirror Dance and Luna Station Quarterly, among others. When
not writing, she can be found accidentally killing her houseplants and
being a disaster in the kitchen. Follow her on Twitter and Instagram at
@4greensquares.

Crisis Communications - Emily Behnke
Emily Behnke is a graduate of The New School's MFA in Creative
Writing program. Her work is included/forthcoming in Bear Creek
Gazette, Peatsmoke, Tiny Molecules, among other venues. She is
currently at work on a novel. Find her on Twitter at @__emilyrae.
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The Earth Finally Bursting Into Shards - Despy Boutris
Despy Boutris's work has been published in Copper Nickel,
Ploughshares, Crazyhorse, AGNI, American Poetry Review, Gettysburg
Review, and elsewhere. Currently, she lives in California and serves as
Editor-in-Chief of The West Review.

What I Eat In A Day - Avra Margariti
Avra Margariti is a queer author, Greek sea monster, and Pushcartnominated poet with a fondness for the dark and the darling. Avra’s
work haunts publications such as Vastarien, Asimov’s, Liminality,
Arsenika, The Future Fire, Space and Time, Eye to the Telescope, and
Glittership. The Saint of Witches, Avra’s debut collection of horror
poetry, is forthcoming from Weasel Press. You can nd Avra on Twitter
@avramargariti.

Skin Grafts - Taylor Jordan Pitts
Taylor Jordan Pitts is a book industry professional and writer living in
New York City. They have published short ction and non ction in
various literary venues, and they’re currently pursuing an MFA in
writing for children and young adults from the Vermont College of Fine
Arts. Find out more about their work at taylorpitts.com or follow them
on Twitter @TaylorJPitts.
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The Twinkle Of A Fading Star - Jennifer Lee Rossman
Jennifer Lee Rossman is a queer, disabled, and autistic author and
editor from the land of carousels and Rod Serling. They live in a group
home with other disabled people, get way too excited about
superhero movies, and have a sh named Dr. Sarah Harding. Find more
of their work on their website, jenniferleerossman.blogspot.com, and
follow them on Twitter for live tweeting movies and yelling about
dinosaurs @JenLRossman.

Where Love Lives - Sherry Shahan
Sherry Shahan lives in a laid-back beach town where she grows carrot
tops in ice cube trays for pesto. Her writing has appeared in Oxford
University Press, Los Angeles Times, Exposition Review, Confrontation,
ZYZZYVA, Hippocampus, Critical Read and elsewhere. She earned an
MFA from Vermont College of Fine Arts and taught a creative writing
course for UCLA Extension for 10 years.
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Labor And Delivery - Diane Telgen
Diane Telgen has authored three middle-grade collections in Arcadia's
Spooky America series, and her short story "Hellmuf n" appeared in
the YA anthology 13 Candles. In a former life she wrote reference
books and encyclopedia entries, but since receiving an MFA from
Vermont College of Fine Arts she has mainly focused on ction. She
currently lives in Nashville, where she rescues cats and works as a
freelance writer and editor. Find her on Twitter @neglet_.
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A.S. King is an award-winning author, an enthusiastic teacher, and she
is building an invisible house out of poetry.
Visit her at www.as-king.com.
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